ITEM NO. | DESCRIPTION |
--- | --- |
1 | FRONT TROUGH RIGHT |
2 | MOTOR COUPLING CONVEYOR |
3 | CHIP CONVEYOR SPACER |
4 | HIGH LEAD AUGER VF-3 |
5 | FRONT TROUGH LEFT |
6 | FRONT TROUGH DRAIN CHANNEL RIGHT |
7 | FRONT TROUGH DRAIN CHANNEL LEFT ES-5 |
8 | CHIP AUGER MOTOR BODINE |
9 | FRONT PAN OP SIDE ES-5 |
10 | FRONT PAN TC SIDE ES-5 |
11 | CHUTE DISCHARGE ALL CNC |
12 | COVER PLATE DRAIN CHANNEL ES-5 |
13 | GASKET FRONT TROUGH ES-5 |
14 | SHCS 1/4-20 X 1 |
15 | SHCS 5/16-18 X 2 1/4 |
16 | WASHER 5/16 SPLIT LOCK PLTMED |
17 | 5/16 SPLIT WASHER |
18 | 5/16-18 HEX NUT, STEEL, ZINC |
19 | GASKET CONVEYOR MTR |

DESCRIPTION
ES-5 AUGER SYSTEM
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JUNE-2007
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